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Adolphus Cusins (Marl< Vis), Sarah Undershaft (Susan Ven Arragon), Stephan Undershaft (Michael David Wyall), Lady
Brilomart (Monique Alans), Barbara Undershaft (Tosha Ringler), and Andrew Undershaft (Jeff Alans) engage- in a
typically abrasive family conversation in Lady Brit's library.
A work like Major
Barbara allows us to
wrestle with what it
means to be a Christian
today, involved in the
challenges society






"Major Barbara" challenges viewers
Sally Jongsma
"My religion? Well my dear, I am a
millionaire. That is my religion," says Andrew
Undershaft (senior Jeff Alons, Sioux Center, IA)
in George Bernard Shaw's Major Barbara.
Undershaft's statement lies at the heart of
Shaw's play which was performed by the Dordt
theatre arts department on October 31 and
November 1 and 2.
In Major Barbara, Shaw explores and cri-
tiques society's responses to its social prob-
lems. Undershaft, representing one of three
views of life critiqued in the play, embodies
Shaw's idea of a true capitalist. Undershaft is a
millionaire because of the money he has made
manufacturing and selling weapons to kill peo-
ple. Shaw uses the inherent irony of the fact
that a pleasant, civilized neighborhood thrives
by making weapons designed to destroy
civilization.
Barbara(freshman Tosha Ringler, Forrest, IL),
the daughter of an upperclass mother and the
wealthy Undershaft, represents the limited and
often ineffectual influence Christianty has on
society. As a major in the Salvation Army,
Barbaraportrays what Shaw sees as a pietistic,
naive response to complex social and
economic problems.
Lady Britomart (freshman Monique Alons,
Sioux Center, IA), enmeshed in her protected,
posh way of life, cannot see past her own small
world of comfort and appearances. "It is only in
the middle classes," she says, "that people get
into a state of dumb helpless horror when they
find that there are wicked people in the world.
In our class, we have to decide what is to be
done with wicked people, and nothing should
disturb our self-possession."
Major Barbara is an idea play, according to
director Dr. Verne Meyer. The thought, said
Meyer, flows out of Shaw's philosopher,
Nietzche. Nietzche believed that mankind's
salvation is rooted ultimately in the fulfillment
of the human will. For Shaw, human creatures
hold their fate in their own hands; they must
earn their salvation. "In this play, Shaw, in a
brazen fashion, promotes a humanistic
understanding of the nature of life, the state,
economics, religion, and art," said Meyer.
A work like Major Barbara, Meyer feels,
"allows us to wrestle with what it means to be a
Christian today, involved in the challenges
society provides in relation to political and ar-
tistic involvement, and religious and economic
responsibility." Although Shaw's point of view
was influenced by socialism, says Meyer, the
way he challenges materialism also pushes us
to re-examine how we must respond .to the
"rampant capitalism, wild materialism, and sen-
timental patriotism that pulls today's Christians
into its sinking whirlpool." Such reflection will
force us to ask, who is God? who are we? and
how must we be busy in the kingdom?
Producing a play like Major Barbara also
poses the question, what is entertainment?
Contrary to what we sometimes assume, said
Meyer, entertainment is not neutral; being at
leisure is not functioning mindlessly as a
continued on page 2
.Senior Jeff Alons captures. Undershaft
As Andrew Undershaft, Jeff Alons worked many long
hours perfecting the techniques needed to portray an in-
tense 70-year-oldman. "Undershaft was probably one of
the most enjoyable and most successful roles I've
played," says Jeff, a senior theatre and English major
from Sioux Center, Iowa.
Jeff, with the help of director, Meyer, adapted his walk,
speech pattern, accent, vocal quality, and bearing to suit
that of an older man. Jeff's words are usually distinctly ar-
ticulated, a habit learned from many speech competitions
and previous performances. "In Major Barbara," he says,
"I not only had to slur mywords together, but also adopt a
British accent." Maintaining the walk and bearing of an
old man also took great concentration. Technically, it was
the most difficult role he has played.
Emotionally, however, Undershaft was not as taxing as
some other characters Jeff has played. "Creating a scene
is a process of manipulating your emotions. Being able to
cry or laugh on command is hard, sometimes palnful,
work." Undershaft does get heatedly angry during the
play, but anger, says Jeff, is not as difficult to portray as
anguish or laughter. His role as the anguished Capulet,
Juliet's father, in last year's production of Romeo and
Juliet was much more difficult on that score.
Although Jeff has always enjoyed performing, he feels
his strengths lie in theatre more broadly. Building on his
background of acting, Jeff intends to go to graduate
school next year, eventually work-
ing for his Ph.D. in theatre.
Whether he gets, there by a
graduate program in English or
theatre is something he is trying to
decide now. But his goal is firmly
set.
Jell Alan. perform. admirably a. the
eldarly Undershaft.
"Major Barbara"
continued from page 1
sponge. On the other hand, it would be ir·
responsible not to recognize a playful and
lighter side of life. The two should be balanced.
For example, three years ago, the Dordt theatre
arts department put on Fiddler on the Roof. The
time was right for such a play, said Meyer. Dr.
J.B. Hulst was being inaugurated as Dordt's
second president; it was a time of festivity and
reflection on past and present. The humor and
fun joined with its probing look at the role of
tradition made Fiddler an appropriate choice
for that occasion.
To put on a "Fiddler" every year, however,
would not do justice to art as a force through
which the Spirit of God can liberate us from our
secular culture and secular natures. The pro-
duction of art works should be a cooperative ef-
fort by Christians trying to live obediently
before God in our play, in our political involve-
ment, and in our lifestyles.
Meyer made every attempt to set the au-
dience up in a powerful encounter with the
"idea" of Major Barbara. The design and color
of the set and costumes emphasized as
forcefully as possible the point Shawwas trying
to make: Lady Britomart's ornate rose parlor,
Freshman losha Ringler quietly reviews her lines belore
her first Dordt theatre performance.
Barbara's dark, stark Salvation Army shelter,
and Undershaft's overly lush green grounds.
The program also was carefully prepared to
set a context for the play. In addition to the
director's notes on the play and its author,
Meyer included a list of the doctrines of the
Salvation Army, a timeline describing events
occuring just prior to the publlcation of Major
Barbara, and significant quotes from each of
the main characters. A series of four essays
written by faculty members addressed the
theological, technological, political, and ar-
tistic aspects of the play. These were
distributed after the play to stimulate further
thought about how to practice what we say we
are and believe. This sort of ongoing dialogue,
said Meyer, should be the Christian
community's response to all art work. 0
From the President...
Making the patterns is part of Shirley Matheis' job as costume designer for the Dordl theatre arts department.
Shirley Matheis' costumes are part of any Dordt play.
For weeks before the production of a new
play, theatre arts department's Shirley
Matheis works busily, designing and con-
structing costumes for the actors. As the per-
formance gets closer, she spends many late
hours in the costume department.
Getting the costumes ready for a play is a
big job. Matheis begins by studying the play
and researching the time and place in which
it is set. For Major Barbara, she read and
browsed through several books on late Vlc-
torian England. "It was the same time the
'Gibson Girl' look was popular in America,"
says Matheis. "The look was similar in
England, with 'Ieg-of·mutton' sleeves, 'wasp'
waists, and tcrm-ftttlng-skirts."
Armed with ideas from her study, Matheis
then confers with the play's director for
specific ideas and emphases to make the
costumes fit the character as well as the idea
of the play. The color and line of the
costumes are important aspects of making a
production a unified work of art and must be
closely coordinated with the director. Finally
she makes the designs·.',
Then the second half of her work begins.
Matheis measures student actors and ac-
tresses, looks for material with the right tex-
ture, often dyes the material to achieve the
right color, and makes the patterns. Under
Matheis' watchful eye, student
seamstresses help cut and sew the final
garments. Susan Dykhuisen, a senior from
Kalispell, Montana, says, "When you wor~ for
Shirley, you learn how to do things carefully.
Her costumes stay together because they are
of good quality." Little posters placed
around the sewing room illustrate Susan's
comment. On one, students are shown !low
to machine hem an article. Matheis care{}Jlly
and clearly points out three examples 0'.11ow
not to do the stitching, and then illustrates
how it should be done properly. :
Matheis has been with the Dordt theatre
department since 1977. She also does the
department ordering and coordinates work
study students, but the favorite part of her
job is the research each play requires. "I
learn so much," she says, "not just about
costumes but also about history, politics,
philosophy, and culture."
She also enjoys meeting students. And
they enjoy meeting her. Senior theatre arts
major, Annette Couperus, from Belleville,
Ontario, says, "She is sort of the hub of the
wheel here. She not only provides your
costume, but also many interesting details
about the background of the play. Shirley is a
great person to talk to; she helps balance out
the busy life of a theatre student."
Matheis' costumes have received recogni-
tion from professionals, too. In January of
1985, she received an Award of Commenda-
tion from the American College Theatre
Festival for her costuming of Vardley's Lives.
o
wishes to share its work in the
arts with the public.
Despite our common commit-
ment, differences of judgment
and perception sometimes arise
as a result of creating, ex-
hibiting, and performing art.
Recognizing this problem, the
college has adopted
"Guidelines for Public Presenta-
tion of the Arts at Dordt
College." These guidelines were
developed by a committee corn-
posed of board members, facul-
ty and administration, and
adopted by the Board of
Trustees. They state that
"Public presentations in the arts
must be consistent with the pur-
poses of the college as ar-
ticulated in 'The Educational
Task of Dordt College.' " This
means that
1. Public presentations of the
arts should advance the pur-
pose of our reformed
Christian institution.
2. They should be an expression
of Christian artists carrying
out their academic calling.
3. Christian artists should exer-
cise loving concern for the
sensitivities of their au-
dience, trying always to in-
struct without deliberately
offending.
4. If presentation of a work is
not consistent with Dordt's
statement of purpose or if its
value cannot be effectively
communicated, the college
should not publicly present
the work in question.
Artistic performances are a
gift of the Lord. It is our hope
that, through its public presenta-
tions of the arts, the college will
be able to benefit the entire
Christian community. We also
hope that such public presenta-
tions will clearly indicate that
Dordt College continues in its
struggle to deal with all fields
from a biblical, reforming point
of view.
arts without the excitement of
music concerts, art displays,
literary readings, or theatre per-
formances for audiences from
the campus or the community.
Although our primary respon-
sibility is to develop within our
students insight which will
prepare them for Christian ser·
vice in the arts, the college also
You will notice that several ar-
ticles in this issue are devoted
to the arts. The arts are an impor-
tant part of our curriculum at
Dordt College.
Our statement of purpose
states that developing analytic,
communicative, artistic and
physical skills is essential for ef-
fective Christian service. To
help students develop artistic
skills, Dordt offers majors in art,
literature, music and theatre. In
addition, through the general
education requirement,
students choose from a variety
of sub-courses in art, theatre,
and music. We want all of our
students to be aware of the arts
and to be sensitive to them.
Making students sensitive to .
art requires not only classroom
instruction but also public
presentation of the arts. In fact,



























































Student recita Is fiII the
fall and winter
calendar
Connie De Stigter began taking
voice lessons and singing solos
when she was in the eighth grade.
On October 29, nearly eight years
after she began her formal training,
Connie demonstrated the exper-
tise she has gained through her
high school and college studies in
her senior recital performance of
several French and classical
numbers.
Connie, a senior nearly finished
with her general and teaching
music majors, says she has been
choosing the pieces for this recital
ever since her sophomore year. In
one particularly entertaining piece,
a short, comical opera by Monotti,
she sang the role of Lucy, a girl so
enthralled with her new telephone
that she doesn't have time to hear
her boyfriend's (sung by Steve
Vande Griend) marriage proposal.
In the future, Connie hopes to
.teach music in. an elementary
school and continue her musical
education so that she will be able
to teach private voice lessons.
Connie is typical of the 14 up-
perclass music majors at Dordt. On
almost a~y Friday afternoon in
November, one could havewalked
into the:: chapel and heard the
music of a student recital fill the
auditorium. The music curriculum
requires that all majors ernphaslz-
ing performance participate in a
shared recital in their junior year
and present a full recital in their
senior year.
Joy Gross, another talented
senior voice major, plans to pre-
sent her recital on February 19.Joy
intended to concentrate on piano
until her junior year in high school,
when she started developing her
vocal abilities. "When my family
left the house I'd get out our
Leontyne Price records, turn them
way up and try to make the sounds
she was making." When Gross
auditioned for Oklahoma, her high
school's musical for that year, the
choir director "about dropped his
teeth. 'I didn't know you could
sing,' he said. I didn't either!" she
says. Gross wouId also like to
teach voice. In addition she hopes
to teach piano and perform
whenever possible.
Unlike Connie and Joy, Arthur
Atsma focuses his work on
musical composition and theory. "I
feel very fortunate to be studying
under a man with' such vast
resources," says Arthur about his
composition teacher Noboya
Matsuda.
AUer graduating from Dordt, Renee plans
to pursue a master's degree in perfor-
mance and play with a symphony
orchestra.
Atsma has played piano since he
was in second grade. "I especially
remember being fascinated with
the lady playing' piano in Sunday
School," he recalls. Atsma played
mainly classical pieces through
gradeschool but joined a jazz band
in high school where he also began
to feel the urge to compose music.
"I made up a lot of songs from my
headbut I had no training in how to '
write it out correctly," he says.
Atsma has been studying with
Matsuda for two years. He says
that Matsuda teaches strict
discipline in composing and tells
him to write a small melody every
day. "There's no -slack day
allowed," Atsma says.
Although not required to give a
recital, Atsma may do so. Half of it
would consist of classical
numbers on the piano and harp-
sichord, and the other half would
be performance of his own corn-
positions.
Renee Crandall, a sophomore
music performance major, has
already given a full recital. She
received permission to give a
recital using music she had
prepared for a competition earlier
in the year. "I chose my favorites,"
explained Crandall, whose recital
included several classical
numbers, and a French piece with
Joy Gross as soloist.
Crandall has been playing flute
since she was in second grade; "I
wanted to start in first grade, but I
played recorder for a year because
my arms weren't long enough,"
she says. Since she began,
Crandall has played in several
bands near her home in Cedar
Falls, Iowa, has played in All State,
and has gone on tour to Europe
with America's Youth in Concert.
At present, she plays first flute in
Dordt's band, in Dordt's orchestra,
and in the Sioux County Commun-
ity Orchestra. D
20th Century Music Symposium brings new
awareness to Dordt musicians
Alan Stout brought late 20th cen-
tury music to Dordt College on
October 11 and 12. Stout, com-
poser and professor of theory and
composition at Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois, lec-
tured and held workshops on "The
Climate for Artists inthe Late 20th
Century," "Musical Composition
in the 20th Century," and "The
Music of Alan Stout: A Composer
Discusses His Own Music."
"The workshop gave those of us
who attended a sense of the in-
tlrnacy and immediacy of 20th cen-
tury music," said Karen De Mol,
music department coordinator. De
Mol admits that most students at
Dordt do not have much exposure
to contemporary compositions.
Some recent compositions are dif-
ficult to perform and it is not
always easy to keep abreast of new
.works that are both good music
and performable by students.
Stout, however, made these
obstacles seem slightly less for-
bidding by articulately discussing
several recent musical cornposl-
tions as well as the climate in
which they are set. He began by
describing factors in our culture
which affect the composing of new
music.
The jet plane, Stout said, has
had an enormous impact on
musical compositions. In the past,
conductors worked almost ex-
elusively with their own orchestra.
To maintain variety in concerts,
they continually looked for new
pieces to add to their repertoire.
Today, conductors spend only
about ten weeks of the perfor-
mance season with their home or-
chestra. They learn and perform a
few major pieces and conduct
them with many different or-
chestras. Consequently, said
Stout, the demand for new com-
positions is diminished, as con-
ductors travel around the globe
trying to build their reputations by
conducting highly polished pieces.
Despite that climate, Stout is en-
thusiastic about the importance of
composing and of training corn-
posers. At the symposium, he em-
phasized both. Taking numerous
examples of his own and other
contemporary works, he described
how they came to be and what was
going on in each composition. His
humble, low-key approach made
both the music and the composer
who wrote it seem more ap-
proachable, said De Mol.
On Friday evening, several Dordt
students gave a concert of Stout's
works. Julie Vander Wilt, a
sophomore from Pella, Iowa, sang
Stout's Japanese Haiku settings in
Japanese. She was accompanied
by senior Laura Rozenboom from
Rose Hill, Iowa. Sherri Geels, a
senior from Sioux Center, Iowa;
Julie Vanden Brink, a senior from
Orange City, Iowa; and Amy Van
Gunst, a junior from New Era,
Michigan, performed Stout's
"Eight Chorale Preludes." After
the concert Stout publicly thanked
the students for their commen-
dable performances. He was par-
ticularly appreciative of Dordt's
organ since it is the type of instru-
ment for which his "Preludes"
were composed.
Stout's visit to Dordt was in-
stigated by Noyuba Matsuda,
fellow of the Dordt College Studies
Institute, who has known Stout and
worked with him for many years.
Matsuda, a composer of some
stature himself, greatly respects
the work of Stout. Others do as
well. In addition to the works
already mentioned, Stout's' corn-
positions include three pieces
commissioned by the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra and a variety
of other compositions. He is
publlshed by Peters and by
Augsburg, two of the leading
music publishers in this country. D
~
Joy Gros. was also one of the featured
soloists in the Sioux County Oratorio
Society'S performance of Handel's





Three Dordt voice students took
awards at this year's Iowa'section
of the National Association of
Teachers of Singing (NATS) stu-
dent Auditions. Joy Gross, a senior
music major from Sutton,
Nebraska, placed first in the state
in the senior division of the corn-
petition with her performance of
"Wer hat dies Liedlein erdacht?"
by Gustav Mahler, "The Heart's
Desire," by John Ireland, and "Que
fais-tu, blanche tourterelle?" from
"Romeo et Juliette," by Charles
Gounod.
Connie De Stigter, a senior
music major from Escondido,
California, received honorable
mention for singing the Allelujah
from "Exsultate jubilate" by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart,
"Laurie's Song" from "The Tender
Land" by Aaron Copland, and
"Tout gai" by Maurice RaveLJulie
Vander Wilt, a sophomore from
Pella, Iowa, took honorable men-
tion in her division for her rendition
of "Helft mir ihr Schwestern from
Frauenliebe und Leben" by Robert
Schumann, "Cherry Valley" by
Roger Quilter, and "Yukaseya" by
Alan Stout.
The National Association of
Teachers of Singing is a national
professional organization
dedicated to the advancement of
good singing, said Dordt voice in-
structor and member of the
association, Ann Dorr. Annual con-
tests are held in each state.
Students audition in groups based
on their age and academic level.
Since standards are high and' a
specific repertoire is required,
generally, only advanced students
participate.
Of the eight Dordt students who
participated in the audition, five
advanced through the
preliminaries to the semi-finals.
Connie and Julie received
honorable mention and Joy was
selected as one of three in her divi-
sion to perform before the entire
'group for finalist ratings. Facing
very stiff competition, she went on
to capture first place.
Others participating in the audi-
tion were freshmen Geselle Mulder
and Connie Klomp, sophomore
Jane Geenen, junior Mary
Nibbelink, and senior Betty
Addink. D
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Admissions counselors Howard Hall and
Mike Epema will be visiting several Christian
high·, schools to assist students and their
parents in filling out financial aid forms. Plan to
attend the meeting scheduled for your area.
Jan. 6· Pella Christian High, Pella, IA
Jan. 8 -Western Christian High, HUll, IA
Jan. 9· Unity Christian High, Orange City, IA
Jan. 12 - Los Angeles Korean CRC, Los Angeles, CA
Jan. 13 - Lynden Christian High, Lynden, WA
Jan. 14 -Watson Groen Christian High, Seattle, WA
Jan. 14· Ripon Christian High, Ripon, CA
Jan. 15· Calvin Christian High, Escondido, CA
Jan. 15· Abbotsford Christian High, Abbotsford, BC
Jan. 16 - Denver Christian High, Denver, CO'
Jan. 20· Central Christian High, Prinsburg, MN
Jan. 23 - Dakota Christian High, New Holland, SO
Dordt hosts high
school seniors
On Friday, November 15, 75 high school
students arrived on Dordt's campus for Campus
Visit Day. Students and, in some cases, their
parents arrived in the morning, toured the cam-
pus, heard presentations by admissions staff
andate lunch together.
In the afternoon, the visitors chose activities
from several which were offered. They visited
classes, attended seminars on financial aid,
taJRed with individual professors, or visited
basketball practice or choir rehearsal.
To give visiting students a more accurate pic-
ture of Dordt College, the admissions staff en-
couraged contact with as many students, staff
and faculty as possible. Several Dordt students
assisted with the day's activities; many faculty
members talked with visitors interested in their
fields of interest.
- Tom Vanden Bosch, guidance counselor at
Western Christian High School in Hull, Iowa,
who accompanied 25 students from his school,
feels that this contact with students and faculty
helped change the impressions of some
students. Since-Western is only 10 miles from
Dordt, many students haveattended basketball
games and concerts but have litUe idea of what
goes on daily on the campus. "It was an eye
opener for several students," he said. "Some at
Western think of Dordt as a 'little bigger' high
school because it is so close to home and so .
familiar." After the visit, he said, they were im-
pressed with the collegiate atmosphere. A few
students who were undecided about where to
go to college decided on Dordt.
In the past, Dordt has not set a specific Cam-
pus Visit Daybut rather encouraged students to
come whenever it worked best for them.
However, the response to the November 15visit
has led the admissions office to plan two more
Campus Visit Days this year: January 24 and
April 18. If you would like more information
about either of these days, please write:
Admissions Office, Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250 0
Freshmen receive awards
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS
The following students received scholarships ranging up
to $600.00 for academic excellence based on their ACT test
results and their high school grade point average.
Alberta
Blackfalds . Lennard C. Vanderschee
Nobleford . James M. Hummel
British Columbia
Prince George - Rudy C. Tolkamp
Colorado
Aurora . Julie L. Blom
Colorado Springs· Tamela A. Davids
Florida
Orlando· Sharon D. Pruim
Seminole - Francine E De Haan
Iowa
Boyden . Jerry A. Boer
Davenport . Michelle A. Killeen
Hospers· Dale E. Woudstra
Lelqhton . Jerry E. Steenhoek
Martensdale· Randall J. Martin
New Bheron . Vivian R. Franje
Orange Olty . Michael V. Krommendyk
Orange Oity . Daniel J. Schuller
Orange Olty . Carma K. Vander Veen
Orange Olty . Kevin J. Veenstra
Oskaloosa - Robin L. Van Gorp
Pella- Jane A. Dahm
Rock Valley - Audra B. De Ruyter
Rock Valley· Connie L. Klomp
Rock Valley· Audrey J. Van Den Top
Rock valtey . Theron G. Ver Steeg
Sanbom . Jay A. Hofland
-Sanbom . Lavonne J. Vander Griend
Sibley . Kayleen K. Grotenhuis
Sioux center- Evan M. De Groot
Sioux Center - Lanai B. De Leeuw
Sioux Center· Kimberly R. Kooistra
Sutty . Verna Vander Weerdt
lIIinios
Beecher . Paul R. Ipema
Dakota - Brenda L. Meyers
Fulton· Jon D. Holesinger
Palos Heights - David R. Tiemersma
South Holland . Roger P. 2llens-
South Holland· Janice M. Vander Zee
Kansas
wtchtte . Miriam J. Keen
Manitoba
Winnipeg· Philip J. Minderhoud
Michigan
Grand Baplds . Amy J. Bouwer
New Era . Elizabeth It. Van Gunst
Spring Lake . Stephen J. Mulder
Minnesota
Edqerton . James M. De Haan
Hancock - Bruce A. Evink
Missouri
Springfield· Galen F. Sinkey
Montana
Manhattan - Jannalyn D. Braaksma
Manhattan - Kristen N. Hommes
Ontario
Listowel . James R. Koetsier
Wyoming· Marcus J. Renkema
South Dakota
Harrison· Trudi A. Veurink
Menno . Brian J. Hauck
Vermont
Richmond - Sander Verburg
Washington
Graham· Martin T. Tel
Wisconsin
Janesville - Michael M. Vander Wei
Kenosha- Rachelle J. Hoekstra




Shafter - Timothy J. Bloemhof
Iowa
Orange Otty . Brenda F. Noteboom
Pella· Geselle A. Mulder
Heaanor . Kimberly E. Veenstra
Sioux center . David M. Rylaarsdam
Sioux center- Susan J. Vander Stoep
SUlly· Bruce A. Jansen
Michigan
Ellsworth - Bryan R. Rubingh
Minnesota
Bigelow - Gary D. Dykstra
Montana
Manhattan . Janelle R. Cok
South Dakota
Platte - Myron J. Kuipers
Volga· Chad K. Brands
Washington
Granqer . Robin M. Bosma
Lynden - Jacob H. Steiger
JOE J. DAHM MEMORIAL MUSIC SCHOLARSHIPS
$125.00
Rock Valley, Iowa - Connie L. Klomp
Volga, South Dakota - Chad K. Brands
Graham, Washington· Martin T. Tel
--I.,
PRESIDENTIAL GRANT FOR FUTURE LEADERS - $500.00
Orange City, towa- Brenda F. Noteboom
Platte, South Dakota . Myron J. Kuipers
',~
NATIONAL MERIT FINALIST - Full tuition schol~'rship
Mitchell, South Dakota- Jonathan C. Grossman
CHRIS E. HAAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP (pre-semlnary
student) • $500.00 .
-'seeche'-r, lfllnots . Paul A. Ipema
JOHN B. HULST TEACHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP _
$1,000.00
Kenosha, Wisconsin - Rachelle J. Hoekstra
NATURAL SCIENCE CLUB SCHOLARSHIP . $50.00 lor
excellence demonstrated through a science project at the
annual Science Fair.
Sioux Center, Iowa· Evan M. De Groot
MARTIN SEVEN COMMUNICATION SCHOLARSHIP
$125.00
Orlando, Florida· Sharon D. Pruim
JACK VISSCHER MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP - $500.00
Palos Heights, Illinois - David R. Tiemersma
DORDT COLLEGE ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIP . WESTERN
MICHIGAN
New Era, Michigan - Elizabeth A. Van Gunst
DORDT COLLEGE MUSIC GRANT . one to two free
semesters of private lessons.
South Holland, Illinois· Janice M. Vander Zee
Hawarden, towa . Sharon L. Byker
Pella, towa . Geselle A. Mulder
Sioux Center, Iowa - Monique L. Alons
Volga, South Dakota - Chad K. Brands
Seattle, Washington - Carmen F. Klungel







At the col/ege, we frequently receive letters from parents
of students and from alumni. These letters state clearly
what a Dordt education means to individual students.
We would like to share a few of the recent letters that
have come to people at the college.
Dear Dr. J.B. Hulst,
As parents we really appreciate what Dordt College has
done for our daughter. She has grown spiritually and for us
VOICE, Page 4
as parents it is a comfortable thought that our daughter is
in a Christian environment.
As you can understand it is very costly for us to send our
daughter to Dordt College (from Canada), but we want the
best for our children and that includes Christian education.
May the Lord bless you in all you do.
Dear Dr..Hulst:
Enclosed is our gift for this year's Fall Drive. With it goes
our prayer support. Although the prayer support is not a
once a year, but a continuous thing. Our sonJs in his fourth
year at Dordt, s9 naturally our prayers are with all of you.
We can't tell you how thankful we are that he was able to
attend Dordt. He loves it there, and has learned mUCh. Not
only in the things he needed to learn for his life's profes-
sion, but even more the things he needs to know as a
Christian at this time and in this world. We as his parents
will always be grateful for that. •
God bless all of you.
Dear Howard Hall,
Greetings from Central Illinois!
My reason for writing, and I want you to spread the word
to all concerned, is to tell you we have a very happy
daughter at Dordt.
All apprehensions on her and our part have been wiped
away. She had built up such hopes about how she thought
things would be once she got there. And, I have to say, so
far it's all surpassed her hopes. She has finally found young
people with the same morals and values, and is totally
ecstatic.
She is very thankful. In fact, in one letter she wrote,
"Mom, thank God every day for me because I don't think my
thanks are nearly enough."
The academics are rough for her, having come from a
public school. She was aware of that, but I don't think she
knew how rough it would be.
Of course, Lord willing, we hope to be there for at least
one performance of "Major Barbar2." Proud parents!
We are gratefUl to all who make Dordt what it is
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Dordt alumni serve in
Diaconal Conference
Sally Jongsma
Despite our increasingly affluent society,
people in need comprise a substantial segment
of the population. In the past few years, many
church communities have reexamined the
tasks of their deacons and come to the conclu-
sion that their· work of mercy should be
broadened.
In the past year, Sioux County, Iowa deacons,
several of whom are Dordt graduates, have
organized themselves into the Siouxland
Diaconal Conference to serve the needs of peo-
ple in their county. Fred De Jong ('75) who is
assistant professor of sociology and social
work at Dordt, serves as president of the
Diaconal Conference. Other alumni active in
the Conference are Lloyd Vanderkwaak ('78),
Mark Sybesma ('75), Dan Pluim ('77), Fred Haan
(ex '76), Tim Ribbens (ex '75), and, as pastoral
advisor, Gil Kamps ('72).
Leading individual congregations to greater
service is the main goal of the Diaconal Con-
ference, according to De Jong. Diaconal
delegates hope to accomplish this in several
ways. In cooperation with CRWRC and its
Diaconal Ministries staff person, Jay Van
Groningen, the Conference conducts training
sessions for local deacons. "God's Call to Ser-
vice," and "How to Make the Diaconal Visit
Work," are two of the sessions that have been
offered so far.
The response to the training meetings has
been appreciative. Said one newly elected
deacon, "It helped me to know what is ex-
pected of me as a deacon." Within their
churches, the deacons work to include all
members of their congregations in a renewed
commitment to service. One church family has
organized a regular program of help and sup-
port for the parents of an infant born this past
year with multiple handicaps. These efforts,
Full eleYators, like thl. one In Sioux Center, are flanked
by mound. of harvested com.
said De Jong, help both the family in need and
those who volunteer their time to feel the love
of Christ working in their lives.
A second objective of the Diaconal
Conference is to relieve rural poverty in Sioux
County. The deacons intend to work with local
agencies to identify people who need help but
are not eligible under public funds. "Christian
Food for Life" is one arm of this effort. Farmers " """ :./'
in the area donate animals which, due.to an in- ,~. ~
~
.""'~jury, cannot go to market. The meat is proc- ~"_""'_;
essed and distributed to people who need it. , .
Another major project the Diaconal (.
Conference hopes to begin is the organization '
of community food pantries. The group has
By God's grace, the Conference
has been able to •..open up
people's awareness of the needs
of those around them.
distributed guidelines and suggestions for
organizing these pantries through a cooperative
effort of churches within a community. Such an
effort, they feel, will provide immediate relief to
those in need, give congregations an outlet to
respond compassionately to the needs within
their community, and show Christian love to
those outside of the Christian community,
thereby opening doors of communication.
Creating an opportunity for contact is an im-
portant part of the program, said De Jong.
Because the Diaconal delegates are made up of
members from local churches, they will bring
these needy people to the attention of their
evangelism committees for further support and
contact.
Encouraging compassion for the Third World
is another goal of the deacons. Last spring the
Diaconal Conference sponsored a coordinated
offering for East African Relief. As a result
many midwestern churches forwarded their of-
ferings to the Conference which then sent them
to CRWRC.The funds raised were matched by
another grant which significantly increased the
amount of the contribution.
Locally, through a committee linked to the
Diaconal Conference, farmers have organized
to donate corn for the hungry in Ethiopia.
Truckers have donated their time and trucks to
transport the corn to the East Coast where it
will be shipped to the Sudan Interior Mission
for distribution. "Rural America seems short of
cash, but, at this time, we are not short of
grain," said Sioux County farmer and CRWRC
board member, Duane Postma.
The Conference also hopes to focus atten-
tion on the Third World by encouraging com-
munities to support Christian Cottage
Industries. At present, Vicki Hall, a member of
Covenant Christian Reformed Church in Sioux
Center, displays and sells many items made by
Christians in the Philippines. The proceeds of
De.plte earty winter weather, thl. y..... com crop I.
bountiful. Farmers are stili working herd to brtng In the
herve.t.
these sales go directly back to the people who
made the articles.
The Diaconal's fourth objective is to lead
God's people further into lives of stewardship.
Through joint projects such as those men-
tioned earlier, De Jong feels the church can
make a more significant impact on meeting the
needs of many people. As an additional aid, the
conference isalso working on a "Givers Guide"
which will help church members set guidelines
for their giving.
In all of the projects and activities men-
tioned, the Siouxland Diaconal Conference
functions as an umbrella organization. By work-
ing closely with local service agencies, the con-
ference helps identify needs and then finds an
organized group of people to execute the pro-
gram. This not only distributes the work, which
would otherwise be overwhelming for a few
people, but it also puts more people in loving
and supportive contact with neighbors.
One obvious area that has concerned the
Conference in the past year is the farm crisis.
Although the Conference was not formed
because of this situation, the fact that its begin-
ning coincided with the difficulties many are
"Rural America seems short of
cash, but, at this time, we are
not short of grain."
having in keeping their farms operating has
made the issue an important one for the
deacons. They have sponsored meetings on
bankruptcy laws, helped organize support
groups, and conducted prayer meetings, pro-
viding an important support for many at a very
difficult time in their lives. .
"By God's grace," said De Jong, "the
Conference has been able to take some impor-
tant steps in opening up people's awareness of
the needs of those around them." By God's
grace, they hope to continue their ministry for






"The Wise Man Built His House Upon the Rock"
Dordt College: past, present, and future
Plan to join your college friends and current Dordt students for two days of
reminiscing about the old times and getting to know Dordt as it is today.
* * * * *SUNDAY, FEBRUARY2* * * * *
-Hymn Sing, 8:30 PM in the Chapel
Each day of Homecoming week will focus on one decade of Dordt Alumni.
Daily displays in the SUB will highlight alumni from those years. On Friday all
displays will be set up in the SUB lounge. Chapels on Tuesday and Thursday
will be led by alumni.
* * * * * FRIDAY,FEBRUARY7* * * * *
-Play volleyball or basketball - alumni vs. students.
-Come to the "SUB Club" serving non-alcoholic drinks.
-Participate in a costume competition by dressing as you did when you were
at Dordt. The best costume from each decade wins a prize!
-Be a student for a night - stay in the dorms with a student host or hostess.
* * * * * SATURDAY,FEBRUARY·8* * * * *
-Free continental breakfast in the SUB for all alumni.
-Departmental open houses - visit old and new professors, buildings and
programs. '
-Homecoming Game - Dordt vs. Mount Marty, 2:30 PM in the gym. Special
half-time events are being planned.
-Homecoming Banquet - 5:30 PM in the West Commons
Menu -Chicken nuggets Vegetables and dip
Carved ham Jello with fruit
BBQ ribs Homemade rolls
Tossed salad Assorted desserts
Live Entertainment! A clown will be entertaining during the meal and
children will receive a special treat.
Cost - adults (10 and over) - $3.70.
5-10year-olds - half price
0-4 year-olds - free
-Talent Extravaganza .~Plan to participate by contributing your own skit,
song, poem, or whatever. Let's haveas many alumni entries as possible!
Please inform Julie Handlogten or Marlae Beukelman of your intent by
January 25.
-Ice Cream Social - after the talent show, in the SUB. Cost-$1.00.
Alumni will receive more information in the mail soon. If you have further






working in the home
Keeping a meticulously clean
house is not Lois Van
Dusseldorp's ('73) primary goal as
a homemaker. Although she feels
that neatness and organization im-
prove home life, reading, parent-
ing, volunteering, and learning are
more important concerns in her
life.
Some people may consider
these tasks to be restrictive and
unexciting; to Lois they make life
meaningful and give it a daily
freshness that she would not read-
i1y exchange. As a wife, mother,
and partner on the farm with her
husband, Ivan ('70),Lois enjoys the
variety and challenge of the tasks
that are required of her as a
homemaker.
Although Lois has spent the last
seven years working at home, she
also taught for several years. After
graduating from Dordt in May of
1973, Lois taught 5th and 6th
grades at New Holland Christian
School in New Holland, South
Dakota. In 1975,she and Ivanwere
married and settled on their farm.
Lois continued teaching part-time
at New Holland and Platte
Christian Schools for three years
until their daughter, Rachel, was
born. Since then her job has been
her home and family, which now
also includes Mark, 3.
Family, house and farm chores
occupy a large part of Lois' day.
Typically, mornings begin by 7:00
a.m. and are spent doing laundry,
preparing food, cleaning, and do-
ing any other tasks that come up
that day. "No day has a strict
schedule," says Lois. "Any time, in
addition to working in the house, I
may have to help on the farm."
Sometimes she checks the cattle;
sometimes she helps sort and
move the hogs; at other times Lois
may disk the field or haul hay
bales. "It is very relaxing for me to
drive the tractor and be outside,"
she says.
Each day she also tries to spend
some special time with Rachel and
Mark. They read many books, take
walks, and do chores. Since
Rachel has gone to school, Lois
plans to be home when Rachel
returns so that they can share
things that happened in her day.
But as busy as life can be on the
farm, it doesn't take all of Lois'
time. At present, she volunteers in
the libraries of both Dakota
Christian High School and New
Holland Christian School. Like
many small schools, there are
often too many jobs for the staff to
do. With the library science minor
Lois received at Dordt and the help
of students and mothers, she has
been able to reorganize the
libraries to make them better
places for students to learn and
work. "My library science minor
has probably been the most prac-
tical part of my education at
Dordt," she says.
In another volunteer project,
Lois chairs the Toddler Church
Committee in their church. Lois
and others like her found that
manyyoung families did not attend
evening services together because
their small children became so
restless. Now the children eagerly
attend their special worship
service which meets during the
evening service. Lois feels that her
college education helped her in be-
ing able to formulate goals and
evaluate materials for programs
such as these.
The flexibilty to participate in
such projects and the variety of ac-
tivities she does each day arewhat
make homemaking so appealing to
Lois. She enjoys cooking, canning,
gardening, sewing, reading and
volunteering. "No day is exactly
the same," she says, "a
homemaker has certain things that
must get done, but she sets her
own schedule."
For those reasons, Lois does not
miss teaching although she does
miss being with school children.
But teaching is a demanding job,
and she has no desire to spend
that much time away from her
home and family.
Nevertheless, Lois values her
teaching experience for what it has
taught her about understanding
her children. Having taught helps
her visualize what Rachel is doing
each day. Often the old 'teaching
boxes' come out, she says, and her
children enjoy the art ideas and in-
formation packets she used.
But now Lois is happy
"teaching" at home. Children learn
to be responsible people on a farm,
she feels. "Our children are ex-
pected to do certain jobs and er-
rands, especially when we are
working with the young pigs. They
learn about birth, sickness, and
death in a very real way as they see
calves and pigs being born and a
favorite runt who didn't survive ly-
ing very still in the farrowing
crate."
Farming can also be very good
for a marriage. Lois and Ivan enjoy
working together, experiencing
both the joys and frustrations of
their work. "Sharing goals and
work gives us an opportunity to be
together often and keeps us aware
of each other's needs," says Lois.
Although the stress of managing a
farm has increased, working
together so closely is a blessing
many do not enjoy.
•
Mark, Lois and Rachal anjoy reading tlma.
I think a woman should feel
IIke the manager of the
household and havean impor-
tant hand in the decisions
that are made.When we were
first married we started
separate checking accounts·
one for the farm and one for
the house. Eachmonth we set
aside an amount of money to
be used for the house,
groceries, clothes and any
other expenses strictly
relating to personal needs of
the family. Most of these ex-
penses I pay for are strictly
my decisions. I c~n try to save
some of the money for a
larger purchase but this
system 'keeps us on a feasible
budget and also gives me the
satisfaction that this is my
responsibility. I think some
women never have the
satisfaction of really rnanaq-
. ing their own homes.
Lois is thankful for the work she
has been given to do and credits
her education at Dordt College for
at least part of her attitude. "My
years at Dordt helped me to see
that all of life is important. Our
work and our recreation are impor-
tant to God." That belief gives Lois
newvitality for each day. D
FUTURE DEFENDERS _
19605
Terry and Nancy (Van 2ee, '69), Van Steen is, Sandra Dawn, July 20, 1965, joins Marla, 9, Lora Ann, 7, and
Kathy, 4. They live In Monroe, lA, where Terry is a farmer and Nancy is a substitute teacher.
19705
Jack and Aurelia (Vander Vaart, ex '71) Pasma, Karianne Nataeha, July 22, 1985, joins Jennifer, 10,
Chad, 9, Chandra 6, Kelly, 5, and Bethany, 3. The Pasma's live In Springfleld, ON.
Don and Joanne (Jasper) Draayer ('72, '71), Nicholas Marion, June 25, 1985, Joins Tanya, 10, Donovan, 7,
Natalie, 3, and Trisha, 1. The creever's live in Bellflower, CA.
Gil and Janice (Jasper) Kamps ('72, '71), Barek Nathaniel, June 12, 1985 in Bethel, AK, and arrived
August 7, 1985, joins Charissa, 10, Danlelle, 7, and Tasha, 4. Gil is pastor at Covenant CRC Sioux Center
lA, and Jan Is a homemaker. ' ,
Henry and Mt'riam (Hugen, ex '72) Zoetewey, Kimberly Joy, October 1, 1985, joins Jessica, 2. Miriam Is a
homemaker after 10 years of teaching and Henry Is a mechanicalfdesign engineer for Butler Service
group at Gates Rubber Co. in Denver, CO.
Rick and Mary (Poel) Kruls ('72, '74), Nathanael John, joins Noah, 5, and Naomi, 2. Rick is a family physi-
cian specializing in alcoholism, and Mary works one day a week as a pediatrician In the county health of-
fice. They live In Gallup, NM.
Philip and Carol (Vander Ley) Stel ('73, '74), Laurelee, March 22, 1985, joins Marllyda, 8, Hendrtk.B, Der-
rick, 4, Karissa, 2. Philip is the pastor of Bethel CRC in London, ON, and Carol is a homemaker.
Rev. Jerry and Sherrl (Menninga) Van Gronlngen ('74, '74), Lisa Nicole, August 17, 1985, joins Sara, 7,
Julie, 6, and Lee, 3. They live in Rock Valley, IA.
Marvin and Marlys (Vander Veen, '75) De Koster, Jennifer Jean, September 21,1985, joins Michael, 7,
and Jonathan, 3. The De Kosters live In Orange City, lA, where they own an energy conservation shop.
Marlys is a homemaker and works part-time at Coast to Coast.
Dave and Belly (Yff, '75) Wiersma, Joel David, September 6,1985, joins Julie, 4, and Michael, 2. They
live in Randolph, WI, where Dave works at Junge Seed Co. and Betty is a homemaker.
Gary and Norma (Cole, ex '75) Bekker, Lisa Joy, August 22, 1985, joins Tammy, 7, Patrick, 3. Gary is at-
tending Michigan State in Lansing, MI, to complete requirements for a Ph.D. in curriculum planning and
evaluation. Norma is a homemaker.
Stephen and Anita (Ruter) Hubers ('75, '75), Jamie Ann, September 12, 1985, joins Marcus, 6, Jill, 3, and
Tom, 2. They live In Pease, MN, where Steve operates Pease Produce and Anita Is a homemaker.
Wes and Anella (Clark, '75) Wlerbos, Marcell Jerome, October 13, 1985, joins Alyssa, 4, and Laurence, 2.
The Wlerbos live near Lacombe, AB, where Wes Is a dairy farmer.
John and Samona (Groen) Smlt ('76, ex '76), Brian John, July 29, 1985. John is superintendant of the
custom plant at gotscreen Co., Pelta, IA. Mona is a homemaker and part-time realtor.
George and Rachel (Holleman, '76) Bergsma, Tina Jo, July 19, 1985, Joins Kimberly, 7, Arlen, 4, and
Roxanne, 2. The Bergsmas are dairy farmers near Lynden, WA. '
Martin and Christal (Hubers) Gelderman ('79, '77), Stacey Jo, May 14, 1985, joins Reid, 2. Martin teaches
at Abbotsford Christian Secondary School in Abbotsford, BC. Christal is a homemaker.
Stan and Diane (Van Essen) De Yager ('77, '77), Natasha Lanae, July 12, 1985, joins Shaun, 5, and
Melissa, 3. The De Yagers reside in Seattle, WA, where Stan teaches and coaches.at Watson Groen
Christian High School and Diane Is a homemaker.
Randy and Lynda (Verhulst, '77) Oekens, Kathlyn Joy, February 22, 1985, Joins Joseph, 3, and James, 2.
Randy works with Alberta Agriculture while Lynda is learning the art of homemaking. They live in
Lethbridge, AB.
Robert and Colleen (Rockwell, ex '77) Miller, Heidi Rae, July, 30, 1985, joins Laura, 2, and Jamie, 4.
Colleen Is a homemaker. They live in Waterford, PA.
Paul and Debbie (Banta, ex '77) DeKoekkoek, Erica May, June 27, 1985, Joins Carissa, 5, Jordan 4, and
Dustin, 3. Paul is a maintenance engineer for New Richmond Laundry Supplies In Seattle, WA, and
Debbie Is a homemaker. The DeKoekkoeks live In Bothell, WA.
AI and Undl (Vander Yean, ex '77) Miedema, Joy Nicole, March 3, 1985, In seoul, Korea, arrived August
26, 1985, joins Philip, 2. They live In Grand Rapids, MI, where Ails employed at Steelcase and Linda is a
homemaker and church choir director.
Phil and laurie (SChurman, '78) Goodyk, Matthew Adam, October 19, 1985, joins Lindsay, 4, and Daniel,
2. Laurie Is at home and Phil Is working in the office of Precision Pulley In Pella, IA.
John and Sheryl (MIedema) Sievers P8, '79), Sarah Allee, July 30, 1985. John works at KVDB AM/FM In
Sioux Center. Sheryl taught for six years In Sanborn Christian and Orange City Christian Schools. She is
now a homemaker. The Slegers live In Orange City, IA.
Lee and Mariene (Memmelaar) Talma ('78, '72), Kristin Marie, September 10, 1984, joins David, 5. Lee
works at the RoUscreen Co. in Peila, IA.
Stephen and Sheryl (Galema, '78) Stam, Philip Daniel, November 7,1985. The Stams live in Oskaloosa
IA. Stephen works at Vermeer Manufacturing in Pella, lA, and Sheryl Is a homemaker and teaches plano
lessons.
Roger and Loll (Van Duyn) Van Someren ('78, ex '78), Kyle David, August 28, 1985, joins Lani, 6, and
Craig, 4. The Van Somerens live In Amery, Wi. Roger is a CPA for Cooperative Auditing Service and Lois is
a homemaker. .
James and LuAnne Bosma (ex '78), Brian James, April 24, 1985, Joins Lisa, 4. Jim received a B.S.
degree, m!ijoring in mortuary sclenc~ at the University of Minnesota, in 1978, and owns and manages
Bosma Funeral Homes, Ltd. of Morrison & Fulton, IL.
Bruce and Janesl (De Vries, ex '78) Hemming, Kendra, May 5, 1985, joins Stacy, 4, Shelly, 3. Bruce is
employed at Peninsula Truck Lines and Janeel Is a homemaker In Seattle WA
Rick and Mariene (De Groot) Haak (ex '81, '78), Nathan Alan, June 24, 1985, jOi~S Jonathan, 4, and Brian
3. The Haaks live in Sunnyside, WA, where Rick Is a dairy farmer and Marlene is a homemaker.
Mike and Arden (Van Blert, '79) Thomas, Christina Marie, August 29, 1985, in Langley, B.C.
John and Aleeda (Scaahp) Vis ('79, 80), Lynnea Renae, August 12, 1985, joins Timothy, 1, to keep Aleeda
busy at hom~ while John continues to teach at Bulkiey Valley Christlan High, in Smithers, BC.
Steve and Susan Schana ('79), Tracy Lynne, March 29, 1985, joins Evan, 2. Th-e Schans live in
Tallahassee, FL, where Steve Is a salesman for Hardware Services, Inc., and Susan is a homemaker.
Harvey and Beverly (Robyn, ex '79) Teunlssen, Toni Janelle, September 6, 1985, joins Melanie, 8,
Timmy, 7, and Kyle, 4. Harvey works at Hope Haven and Bev is a full-time homemaker. The Teunissens
live in Sioux Center, IA.
Calvin and MaryAnn (Vandergrift) Spronk ('79,'79), Alisa Renae, February 5, 1985, joins Angela, 3. They
live in Edgerton, MN, where Cal Is farming and MaryAnn is a farmwlfe and mother.
* denotes A.A. degreet--------------------------~------ _I ° I
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Marlin and Karan (Chris'toffels) Van Schapen (ex '80, '80), Matthew Dean, July 9, 1985. Marlin received
his DVM degree from Iowa State University in 1982, and is a partner in a large animal practice In Edgerton, .
MN. Karen taught second grade at Edgerton Christian for three years and now Is a homemaker.
Larry and Lonnie (Link) Van Denend ('80, '80), Kelly Joy, July 9,1985. They live in RenVille, MN.
Kelvin and Joan (Wleberdlnk) Vande Kamp ('80, '80), Travis Jay, July 14, 1985. The Vande Kamps live
near Rock Valley, lA, where Kel farms. Joan is now a full-time homemaker after teaching first grade at
Rock Valley Chrlstlan School for the past three years.
Jeff and Karen (Scheffer) Nlbbeilnk ('80, ex '80), Brian Dale, October 5, 1985, joins Kevin, 2. The
Nlbbelinks reside in Rock Valley, lA, where Jeff is a C.P.A. and Karen Is a homemaker.
Jim and Sherry (Gartman, '81) Gulke, Bethany Lynn, March 14, 1985, joins Jeffrey, 2. Jim is an
agronomist with Northrup King Seeds and Sherry is a homemaker in Beaver Dam, WI.
Gerald and Joyce (Bakker, '81) De Haan, Justin Gerard, August 16,1985. Gerald manages a wholesale
ceramic tlte company. Joyce is a homemaker and works part-time doing Individual, marital and family
therapy. They live in Lambeth, ON.
Adriaan and Sharon (Van De Weert, ex '81) Verburg, Laura Beth, October 13, 1985, joins Josh, 5, and
Luke, 3. Adriaan is empioyed on his dad's dairy farm In Richmond, VT, and Sharon is a homemaker.
Dave and Cindy (Zylstra, ex '81) Hamstra, Calvin John, August 7,1985, joins Scott, 3, and Jeff, 1. Dave is
a farmer near DeMotte, IN, and Cindy Is a homemaker.
I Tim and Kathy (Boogman) Franje ('81, *81), Kevin John, July 7, 1985, joins Rebecca, 2. Tim works on the
family farm near New Sharon, lA, and Kathy is a homemaker. -
Leonard and Karen (Fynaardt) Van Drunen ('81, '81), Lucas Kyle, September7, 1985. Leonard is teaching
and doing research as a professor in the finance department at the University of Utah In Salt Lake City.
Karen is now a homemaker after teaching for four years at Lafayette Christian School in Lafayette, IN,
while Leonard was getting a Ph.D. at Purdue University.
J. Mark and Sheryl (Hofland) Beach ('81, ex '82), Justin Mark, September 14, 1985, joins Brandon, 2.
Mark is the pastor of the Hospers CRC, Hospers, lA, and Sheryl is a homemaker.
Steve and Shirley (Stelpstra, '82) Enserink, Elise Desiree, May 11, 1985. They live In Ripon, CA, where
Steve is a carpenter, and Shirley is a homemaker after working as a computer operator/bookkeeper for
three years.
Jeff and Karen (De Boer, '82) Atthute, Michael Scott, August 2, 1985. Jeff is an Aeronautical Engineer at
McDonnell Douglas. Karen Is a homemaker and part-time computer operator for ARA Service Inc. They
live in St. Peters, MO. "
Don and Colleen (Marcus) Van Maanen ('82, '82), Michael Ryan, August 17, 1985. Don teaches Junior
High and is principal at Timothy Christian School in Wellsburg, IA. Colleen is a homemaker.
Jackson and Shelley (Vanden Bosch) Hall ('83, ex '84), Deruene Leigh, October, 18, 1985, Joins 13 month
old Tara. The Halls live in Englewood, CO.
Henry and Pa-m (Feddema) Reyenga ('83, '83), Henry John, August 27, 1985, In Elmhurst, IL. They are liv·
ing In Grand Rapids, MI, where Henry is studying at Calvin Seminary.
Tim and Suzette (LU}1) Vos ('83, '82), Trevor Prescott, February 12, 1985, in Sioux Center, IA. Tim is
News Director at KDCR and Suzette works part-time for Rhythm-Aid, Inc. In Orange City.
Bernie and Renee (Brommer) Klingenberg (ex '84, *84), Brandon John, September 14,1985. Bernie is a
rancher for Brommer Dairy and Renee is a homemaker. The Klingenbergs live In Hinkley, CA.
BECOMING ONE_~';_
Arthur HaY8rhals (ex '61) and Christa Drumm ('75), July 20,1985. They are both teaching at Abbotsford
Christian School, Abbotsford, BC, where Arthur has taught for 17 years and Christa for 8 years.
Ra~ Paquette and Ellen Vlleg ('76), May 25, 1985, In Edmonton, Alta. Ray is a project manager for an
electrical contractor. Ellen Is a chartered accountant working as a supervisor for the Auditor Genera' of
Alberta.
Ken Schraur('78) and Mary Mulder ('81), August 2, 1985. They are now living in Kanawha, lA, where Ken
Is a farmer and-Mary teaches at Kanawha Christian School.
Ken Nywening and Diane B. Vander Schaaf ('83), August 17, 1985,ln Goshen, NY. Diane teaches fifth
and sixth grades at Goshen Christian School and Ken works as a mason for Nywenlng Brothers Inc.
Stan Fynaardt and Cheryl Hoekstra ('82), August 3, 1985. Cheryl is presently teaching Kindergarten
through seventh grades P.E. at Pella Christlan Grade School-In Pella, lA, and Stan is employed by
Vermeer Manufacturing.
Ma~ Borger and Mary Jo De Wit ('83*), August 31, 1985. The Borgers live in Englewood, CO, where
Mark IS a designer draftsman in Denver and Mary Is doing secretarial work.
Randal L. Van Beek and Ruth Ellen Schurman ('83, '83), August 3, 1985, in DeMotte, IN. The Van Beeks
are living in lansing, IL, where Randy is the data manager at the World Home Bibie League and Ruth is
the executive assistant for Systems Design, tnc., a computer software company.
D0l:lg Vande Voort ('83") and Barbara Vos, August 16, 1985. Doug is farming and Barb Is a secretary at
Vermeer Manufacturing In Pella, IA.
Brad Tebben and Sheila Bonnema ('84, '84*), June 28,1985. The Tebbens reside In Sanborn, lA, were
Brad works for a hog farmer, and Sheila is a housewife.
Rick Vis and Janelle Brink (ex '85), December 28, 1984. Rick is an A.1. Technician and Janelle Is a
housewife. They live in Lynden, WA.
Gary De Jong and Marla Van Donselaar ('85, ex '88), August 16, 1985. Gary is a graduate student at Iowa
State University, Ames, lA, and Marla is a student at Grand View College in Des Moines.
ALUMNIITEMS __
Brad Breems ('70) recently published, with a professor at the University of British Columbia, a study ac-
cessing ~iscr;minatory treatment and attitudes In Vancouver, BC. The stUdy, titled Ethnic Conflict in
Vancouver focuses on discrimination experienced by Canadians from South Asia.
Tom and Donna (Klmm, ex '74) Cnossen are attending Miller Memorial Bible School in preparation for
three years of mission work with the Northern Canada Evangelical Mission. They plan to worK with
Indians in northern Canada.
Jules and Jo Anne (Van Dyk) De Jager ('74, ex '75) have moved to Fruitland, ON, where Jules Is principal
of John Knox Christian School. Jo Anne works part-time at a near-by hospital. They have three children,
Joanna, 7, Aaron, 5, and Yollsa, 2.
Roger Van Someren ('78) successfully completed his C.P.A. exam. He .works for Cooperative Auditing
Service in Minneapolis, MN. -
Randall Nleuwsma (ex '78) is the new director of Calvin College'S Instructional Resource Center. He
also helps teach video courses and produces television commercials for the college.
Kevin Byker ('80) has begun a two and one-half year position as a missionary in Nigeria. After he com-
pletes his language and cultural adjustment training, Kevin will live and worK with the Daka tribe located
along the Cameroon border.
Richard Geertsma ('81) recently received his M.A. in Education Administration from Northeast
Missouri State University.
Jack Van De Hoef ('Sl) graduated from Calvin Seminary in May 1985. He and his wife, Jane Ypma now
IlvEiin Iron Springs, AB, where Jack;s pastor of Iron Srlngs CRC. They have two children, Angela, 3, and
Steven, 2.
Andrew Bos ('82) spent last year teaching in Honduras where he met his wife. They now live in Victoria,
BC.
Judy (De Blaey) Tiemeyer ('83) recently passed her C.P.A. exam. She lives in Tallahassee, FL, where she
is employed at Corporate Federal Credit Union as an accountant.
Harvey Voogd ('83) was recently appointed as coordinator forthe M2rw2 Prisoner Visitation Program in
Edmonton, AB. M2!W2 is a Christian program of volunteers bringing God's message of reconciliation by
building friendships with prisoners who are Isolated and resourceless.
IN MEMORY _
Orlan Groen ('70), June 22, 1985.
Praiseand celebration must direct environmental studies
Dr. Richard Boer presents 1986 Staley Lectures
"Worship is a kind of holy play,
'wasting' time for the sake of
God," said Dr. Richard Baer, this
year's Staley lecturer, in a chapel
service this fall. "Worship is being
in the presence of God, delighting
in his goodness and holiness."
Baer, a faculty member at
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York, spent three days expanding
on these thoughts as he spoke to
the Dordt College community on
"Environmental Studies: A
Christian Perspective." His tee-
tures were titled, "The God Who
Plays and our Treatment of
Nature," "Planning and Praise: A
New Frontier for the Church," and
"Doing Environmental Ethics in
the Modern Secular University."
Experiencing the value of things
"just because of what they are"
stands at the heart of Baer's ap-
proach to Christian living and,
more particularly, to his work in en-
vironmental ethics. Study of the
environment, said Baer, must start
with a childlike delight in the
goodness of creation, not just .a
serious concern about its proper
Study- of the environ-
ment must start with a
childlike delight in the
goodness of creation,
not just a serious
concern about its
proper use.
Dr. Richard Baer enjoyed many lively conversations with Christian colleagues at Dordt.
Since then Baer has joined the because we haven't really come to
faculty of the Department of terms with our finitude.
Natural Resources at Comell;"' According to Baer, we can trust
published several articles on en- God or we can try to control.
vironmental issues, and gained a Trusting God means changing our
reputation as an expert in en- idea of property and resources
vironmental studies. At Cornell, he from something we control to
also serves as director of the Pro- something we care for and enjoy.
gram in Agricultural and En- The sabbath was the first full day
vironmental Ethics and is a of human existance, not a reward
graduate· faculty member ilJ the for work well done. That perspec-
education department. tive should also shape our study of
"Modern people," said Baer, the environment, said Baer.
"feel too deeply the burden of a As stewardly workers in crea-
historically significant life. A fixa- tion, the appropriate context for
tion with work and success plalJning should not be "taking
motivates us so strongly that even thought for tomorrow," but praise
our leisure activities are done with and celebration. Praise potentially
vengence. We need to feel in con- frees people to see things in
trpl of everything around us. In- themselves, to regain a sense of
stead of relating to nature-out of a awe, and recognize that life is a
sense of wl'loleness and peace,we gift. In that context making
relate out of insecurity, out of a changeswill be easier, more hope-
need to control." This anxiety, filled, and less arrogant.
Baer believes, often occurs At present, it can be difficult to
use. Christian philosophy and
knowledge give an important toun-
dation out of which to work, but
knowledge doesn't always
motivate us to act. Experiencing
creation gives people the freedom
to be and act as God intended.
Baer traces this idea in his own
life. As a committed Christian
young man, he began studyin,g
philosophy. While in Tubingen, For reformed Christians, Refor- legitimacy of modernization.
West Germany on a Fulbright mation Dayseems the ideal lime to Griffioen responds to them by call-
Scholarship, he happened upon an reflect on the liberating power of ing attention to the liberating
ethics class of the theologian the gospel in our lives. To foster elements of modernization, which
Helmut Thielicke. Further courses such reflection, Dordt College has are more various than economic
with Thielicke convinced him to instituted an annual Reformation freedom alone.
shift his emphasis to theology. Day Celebration. Griffioen's ultimate response
Upon returning to the United Although there have been cam- both to his students and to the
States, he continued studying pus reformation celebrations in . history of modernization is to turn
theology at Princeton Seminary one form or -another since Dordt to Revelation 18and 21.The fall of
and Harvard University. College began, the new series will Babylon and the New Jerusalem
After teaching theology for be an academic celebration focus- have a message for modern
several years at EarlhamCollege in ing on the meaning of the Reforma- Christians, who, along with the
Pennsylvania, Baer began to feel tion for 20th century life, culture rest of the western world are temp-
that the approach he was taking to and society. Each year the college ted to turn their backs on culture
theology was too restrictive; his will invite an outstanding Christian and embrace "nature." The New
work was not enjoyable. "I don't scholar whose life and work ern- Jerusalem is a city, but within that
believe that God calls us to do body the meaning of biblical refor- city is a garden. With that in mind.
work we don't enjoy," he said. mation. This scholar will present Griffioen called for a balance be-
Partly in response to those feel· . two papers to be published by the tween "nature" and modernization.
ings and partly because he hadjust college as a monograph series. While western modernization is
completed his Ph.D., Baer decided This year's lectures were given not a final answer, Griffioen
to spend the summer of 1965"loat- by Sander Griffioen, a member of believes that creational unfolding
ing." He had always enjoyed the faculty at both the Free Univer- has taken place in western civiliza-
nature and went to a small cottage sity in Amsterdam and the Univer-. tion. Western people should not
on the ocean in New England.After sity of Leiden. His topic was take false pride in their ac-
a horrible first two weeks overcom- "Social Reformation and the complishments, but instead
ing the feeling that he was wasting Heritage of the Reformation." recognize their responsibility to
his time, he began to take closer Speaking on "The Problem of the rest of the world.
notice of, first, the sea shells on Progress," Griffioen began by Griffioen's second lecture, "The
the beach and later, other aspects discussing his own situation in the _Pluralist Predicament," examined
of the surrounding environment. Netherlands where he teaches the question of political plurality in
"A whole new pathway opened up philosophy to "post-modern" an- the western state. The state,
for me which grew out of leisure. I thropology students; The majority according to Griffioen, has a call.
became intensely interested in the of these students, worried about ing to administer justice. This is
environment and land use," he the effects of Western progress, not, however, to be construed by
said. have serious doubts about the Christians as a call for a moral or
teach this point of view in the
secular university. Contrary to how
they see themselves, most secular
universities are as sectarian as
they accuse Christian colleges and
universities of being. "Most
secular universities, said Baer,
"have a lopsided commitment to
the values of English liberalism,
the enlightenment, and modern
secularism and humanism."
Genuine pluralism requires that
Christian, Jewish, and other world
views also be represented. These
views are currently being censored
by omission. Christians must
challenge the notion that secular
humanism, because it is sup-
posedly based on reason, is
} neutral.
To combat this notion, Baer
challenges his students to think
about fairness and equity. Many
begin to change their attitudes and
see that ethics is not relative and,
in fact, must be based on ab-
solutes.
The implications of Baer's ideas
for environmental studies, values
education, and a host of other
areas of study are far-reaching.
Rockne McCarthy, coordinator of
the. Dordt College Studies
Institute, feels Baer has a unique
ability to communicate a Christian
world view to our contemporary
society. Through academic papers
and popular articles in such noted
papers as The Waif Street Journal
and The New York Times, Baer has
challenged the secular spirits of
our age. His time on Dordt's cam-
pus, said McCarthy, was a
refreshing opportunity to hearfrom
a committed Christian working for
the Lord on the campus of a major
university. 0
Griffioen inaugurates Reformation lectures
virtuous.state which legislates
morality. The ideal state is one that
is politically tolerant, allowing
Christians to be spiritually mili-
tant.
The question of how to strike
that balance was discussed by
Griffioen and the audience but not
easily answered. The threats to
pluralism are real. Technological
developments and socio-economic
integration can erode the bound-
aries between families, business
enterprises, and the state. Eventhe





church, which previously gave a
foundation to society, now adds to
the rootlessness of modern life by
its relatively small and voluntary
membership.
The only answer to the predica-
ment, says Griffioen, is to become
radical Christians committing- all
of our selves and our resources to
God. D
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Panelists shared expertise gained by having worked with people In need from other
countries.
Students and faculty
observe World Food Day
"Our knowledge base is a
resource the rest of the world
needs," said Dr. HelenWestra, one
of the five members of the local
panel on World Food Day held at
Dordt on October 16.
Westra, an associate professor
of English at Dordt, has been con-
cerned with the hunger crisis lor
several years. She has worked with
CRWRC, directed a World Hunger
project for the Grand Rapids Area
Center for Ecumenism, and gone
to Haiti to observe the food situa-
tion and long-range development
efforts there. World Food Day, she
believes, can make students more
aware of how they affect the world
hunger crisis through the voca-
tions they choose.
This is the first year Dordt has
participated in th-enow fifth annual'
World Food Day, observed in 150
countries. At Dordt the program in-
cluded part of a three hour
teleconference which Dordt was
able to receive by a satellite anten-
na placed behind the Student
Union Building. From 11:00 AM to
12:00 PM students, faculty and
community members listened to
the discussion of an international
panel on monitors in the SUB
lounge. Then from 12:00 PMto 1:00
PM a panel consisting of three
Dordt professors, a Dordt student,
and a professor from Northwestern
College in Orange City addressed
questions about world hunger
raised by the audience. The local
panel answered questions about
population, family planning,
moderate living, political respon-
sibility, and the importance of
education to poor countries. Dur-
ing this hour the local panel also
framed several questions to phone
in to the international panel in
Washington, D.C.
In the final hour of the World
Food Daytelecast the international
panel discussed questions phoned
in by colleges from all over the
states. Dordt's questions were not
aired, but a promise to answer
them by letter was made by the in-
ternational panel.
Another part 01 World Food Day
at Dordt was the opportunity for
students and faculty to skip a meal
or to fast and pay the saved dollar
to aWorld Food Day fund. The pro-
ceeds from this fund will be corn-
bined with money from the local
deaconate to ship 3200 bushels of
donated grain from area farmers to
Mali and several other African
countries. As soon as the farmers
bring in the grain, Dordt student
volunteers will o-e asked td help'
bag it.
Most students and faculty lound
the concept behind World Food
Day to be a good-one. There were,
however, several problems which
made the venture less successful
than expected. "It's a good idea for-
us to be more aware 01 world
hunger, but it could have been
planned for a better time," com-
mented senior John Mulder, who
wanted to go to the discussions
but had classes during that time.
Channel 4 from Sioux City filmed
some of the activities at Dordt and
interviewed several of the local
panalists. Deanof Students Marion
Van Soelen, who was part of the
World Food DayCommittee, hoped
that awareness 01World Food Day
would reach a broader audience
through the telecast.
The committee plans to par-




by James c. Schaap
36 essays and 7 short stories
illustrated by Norman Matheis
306 pages $7.95
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CRC Family Portrait· $4.95
Order any of these books from:
Dordt College Bookstore, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250




_ On the drizzly Friday afternoon
of October 11, a small group of
students, professors, and others in
the Dordt community joined with
thousands of others across the
country in a National Apartheid
Protest Day. A well-planned rally
and silent walk were organized by
Tamela Walhol and Nathan Vander
Stelt, Dordt students and political
science club members and Dordt's
dean of students, Marion Van
Soelen.
Rally planners carefully set a
tone which emphasized -the
biblical responsibility of Christians
here and in South Africa. Par-
ticipants read selections from
Scripture, sang songs calling for
unity among all Christians, and
listened to short speeches by three
people who have kept closely ln-
formed of the situation.
Donald King, assistant professor
of political science, pointed out
that blacks in South Africa are
denied any political participation
in the affairs of their nation. Skin
color is the catagorical basis for
rights. "This system claims to be
based on Christian principles,"
said King. "White South African
churches are upholding apartheid.
That is why we must stand on the
Word of God against apartheid. We
acknowledge Christ's Lordship
over all areas of life, including the
political and social."
Joyce Campbell, regional coor-
dinator for the Association for
Public Justice, stressed that we
should support the plea of black
Christian leaders in South Africa
for discussion with the govern·
ment leaders. "Blacks in South
Africa have their back against the
wall. If they do not get support
Irom Christians," said Campbell,
"they will be forced to go to the
Marxists."
Dr. John Vander Stelt, professor
of philosophy, who has recently
been in South Africa, emphasized
that the political situation there af-
fects us because it "violates the
validity of the gospel." He en-
couraged the Dordt community to
become more conscious and
critical of the situation, to pray for
Christians in South Africa, to send
letters of protest to South Africa's
Christian university against its
policy of racial discrimination, and
to establish a lund for a black
South African to study at Dordt
College each year. .
Following the rally, participants
donned their coats and picked up
signs expressing unity with South
African Christians and dlsaqree-
ment with white Reformed
churches supporting apartheid.
The group silently walked down
two of the main streets 'in Sioux
Center, proclaiming its message to
all who happened to pass by. 0
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The Dordt College Soccer Team
ended its 17-game season by win-
ning a trophy at the District 15
playoffs.
"We were a young team," said
Coach Quentin Van Essen. "But
the team was a close, unified
group which made the season play-
ing lots of fun. When you have fun,
you enjoy what you're doing, and
when you enjoy what you're doing,
you have a good season," said Van
Essen.
The Defenders team record was
11wins, 4 losses and 2 tied games.
'~'~'"t'~'".?-"'U1I:'~' - ._~-~- ..
Although they got off to a slow
start, the team played well for the
rest of the season.
At the annual soccer banquet,
where awards are presented, Darryl
De Ruiter, Rob Wybenga and Tim
Van Denend were selected for the
NAIA All-District soccer team of
the year.
Although this year's season is
over, Coach Van Essen is already
looking forward to next year. Four-
teen of his players are returning
and many high school students ap-
plying to Dordt College have writ-
ten and inquired about soccer. He
has high hopes for another good
year. 0
In "Swallow's Nests," Alberda chose many shades of blue, brown, and purple to depict
swallows clustering under eaves or along ditches, banks, or barn walls.
In his paintings, Matheis Illustrated the approaches of the Impressionist, Fauve, CUbist,
Abstract Expressionist, and 16th century palnters;
Art faculty exhibit their work
A faculty exhibit of works by Joanne Alberda and Norman Matheis was
on display in the chapel mezzanine from November 20 to December 14.
Alberda's display titled "Space Warmers" consisted of five originally
designed quilts. Matheis presented a study of the Big Sioux River as
seen through the eyes of several schools of artists. He also exhibited a
large stained glass window. 0
De Ruyter and Broek named NAIA
Academic All-American and All-District
The Dordt College Women's
Volleyball team closed the season
with an impressive 36-8 overall
season record. The team played
very well all season, reported
coach Mary Schulten. "Ending
with a winning percentage of 800 is
phenomenal for a college team,"
said Schulten, "since most college
teams are closely matched."
Because they were champions
of the lokota Conference, Dordt
also hosted the NAIA District 15
competition. The Lady Defenders
finshed as semi-finalists in the
tournament, the 'best a Dordt
volleyball team has done so far.
In addition to winning several
tournaments, the team was
honored by having two of their
teammates selected as NAIA
Academic All-American and AII-
District players. Donna DeRuyter, a
senior from Rock Valley, Iowa, and
Vonda Broek, a junior from Sioux
Center, Iowa, were two of 24
students selected nationally on
the basis of their scholarship, play-
ing ability and leadership
capabilities. Dordt's team was the
only one to have two players
chosen for this honor, De Ruyter
and Broek were two of six players
chosen for the NAIA District 15
award. 0
Dordt students applying
to medical school are
well received
The acceptance rate for Dordt
students applying to medical
school is remarkably high. In the
last twenty years, 62 percent of the
students who applied to medical
school M.D. programs were ac-
cepted. An additional 13 percent
were accepted by medical schools
which grant degrees in osteopathy.
This acceptance rate is much
higher than the national average,
says natural science division chair-
man Dr. Russell Maatman.
"There is a high level of integrity
among the students in the Dordt
program, evident in their honesty,
willingness to work, and altitude of
service rather that being after 'big
bucks'," said Maatman. He also
noted the importance of the infor-
mal guidance available to Dordt
pre-med students which helps
them find a program that meets
their needs and strengths.
The 25 percent not accepted into
medical schools have still, been
well served by the premedical pro-
gram. After graduating from Dordt,
many later received a Ph.D. or
another advanced degree in a
science. In fact, virtually all Dordt
premedical students who did not
enter an M.D. program chose a pro-






This fall's Faculty Lecture series
on poverty made a significant lrn-
pact on members of Dordl's Ag
,Club. Club member Helen DeJager
feels that the lectures not only
raised awareness of the im-
poverished situation in which
many people find themselves. "We
didn't really realize there were
many needy people so close," she
said. "After the lecture several of
us asked ourselves, 'why can't we
do something right here?' "
Supporting a specific project is
not new for the the Ag Club. Duane
Bajema, instructor in agriculture,
says the club regularly tithes ten to
15 percent of the money they col-
lect through fund-raising projects.
In the past they have sent support
. to agricultural workers in mission
fields and sent money to help pur:
chase a bull needed to improve a '
herd in Uganda.
This year, as a result of the lec-
ture series, the club is adding a
local service project. "We didn't
really know where to start," said
De Jager, "so we went to Mr. De
Jong, who suggested that we con-
tact Mid-Sioux Opportunity as a
volunteer group Willing to help
needy people with tasks around
the house and yard."
Earlier this fall, members helped
those who needed it by raking
leaves, doing yard work, or pulting
plastic over windows. De Jager
says that most of the people whom
the club helped were elderly. The
objective was to help winterize the
homes of those who could not do
the work themselves or afford to
have it done. This year the tasks
were simple ones, but the club
hopes eventually to be able to offer
their services for minorilousehold




The default rateon federal loans
to students attending Dordt
College is the lowest of any col-
lege in Iowa. Although the five per-
cent average default rate for Iowa
colleges is already low compared
to the national average of nine to
12 percent, Dordt students have
kept Dordl's rate at .7 percent.
Students defaulting on paying
their federal student loans is
becoming a national concern. Ac·
cording to an article "Students
Default on Loans" wrilten by Iowa
university student, Jill Van Wyke,
the Iowa College Aide Commission
is beginning to take default cases
to court.
The state schools of Iowa havea
relatively low default rate ranging
from 2.45 percent to 3.97 percent.
Private schools fluctuate more
widely. They range from Dordl's .7











The professional involvements of oora:
faculty members outsIde of the classroom
reveal Dordt's commitment to provide
educational leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these activities, we
hope to provide fellow Christians with fur-
ther resources, ideas, and encouragement
as they work to be of service in Christ's
Kingdom.
Dr. Wayne"Tinga was invited to present a
paper on "Design Principles for Microwave
Heating and Sintering." The paper was
given on Dec. 3, 1985 at the "Materials
R~search Symposium on Deflect Properties
and Processing of High-technology Metallic
Materials, held in Boston, MA.
Martin Dekkenga presented a paper for
the Oral Interpretation division of the Iowa
Communication Association convention
held in Cedar Rapids on Sept. 13·14. The
paper was titled "Oral Interpretation and
Readers Theatre: Relationship and Values."
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt Col-
lege, is sent to you as alumni and friends
of Christian Higher Education. The Voice
is published in October, December,
March, and June to share information
about the programs, activities and needs
of the college.
Send address corrections and cor-
respondence to: VOICE Dordt College
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Dale Grotenhuis conducted the premier
performance of his "Dedicatory Psalm" in
Appleton, WI, on Oct. 26. The work was
commissioned by the First Presbyterian
Church of Appleton, WI, for the dedication
of their new Casavant organ. On Nov. 17,
Grotenhuis conducted the premier of a new
composition, "Song of Praise," in Wichita,
KS, commissioned by a Lutheran church in
that city.
Dr. John Vander Stell will present one of
four core seminars at Jubilee 1986 in Pitts-
burgh, PA. His speech will be titled "Refor-
mation and Reformulation." Jubilee is a
conference designed to help students in-
tergrate a Christian world view with their
academic study.
Dr. John Van Dyk, presented two keynote
lectures on instruction and instructional
leadership at the annual conference of the
Alberta Principals' Association held on
Sept. 26 and 27 in Banff, AB. On October 3,
he delivered the keynote address "Educa-
tional Myopia: What Can We Do About It?"
at the Tri-State Teachers Institute at Dordt
College. Van Dyk also read a paper titled
"The Problem of Structure in the
Manuscripts of Richard Kilvington's
Sentence Commentary" at the 12th St.
Louis. Conference on Manuscript Studies,
St. Louis University.
Dr. J.B. Hulst, Dr. John Van Dyk, and
Duane Bajema gave presentations at the
OPC-RCUS Ministers' Conference held at
Dordt College. Hulst spoke on a biblical
reformed world and life view, Van Dyk on a
biblical reformed view of education, and
Bajema on a biblical reformed view of
agriculture. George Faber, professor of
education and Ron Vos, manager of the
Agriculture Stewardship Center, par-
ticipated in a panel discussion after the
presentations.
Agriculture department members, Duane
Bajema, Ken Cornelisse, and Ron Vos, and
physics professor John Zwart, along with
several senior students, attended the XXI
Nobel Conference held on Oct. 1 at
Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter,
MN. Nobel Laureate Salvador Luria, director
of the Center for Cancer Research and pro-
fessor of biology at MIT, spoke on "The Im-
pact of Science on Society."
Dr. Helen Westra presented a paper on
Jonathan Edwards at the Midwest
Christianity and Literature Conference held
at the University of Notre Dame.on Oct. 11
and 12.
Dr. Joan RingerWole, performed an organ
recital on Oct, 24 at Bethany Lutheran'Col-
lege, Mankato, MN. In September, she led a
workshop for church musicians at Orland
Park CRC, Orland Park, IL 0
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Few families have four students in
college at one time. Nathan, David,
Renee, and Rachelle Vander Stelt of
Sioux Center are presently all enrolled
at Dordt College.
For many years already, Dordt has
been a family affair for the Vander
Stelts. Dr. John Vander Stelt has been
a professor of philosophy at Dordt
since 1968. Sandy, wife and mother of
all the others, also attended Dordt prior
to entering a nursing program.
There have been breaks from the col-
lege and Sioux Center for the Vander
Stelts, however. Nathan has spent a
semester in Washington D.C. in the
American Studies Program, Renee has
been on the Netherlands Study.Abroad
Program, and David also plans to go to
the Netherlands next semester.
Rachelle, a freshman, still has plenty of
time to follow in the family tradition. 0
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